


















Parallel Bars

To build muscles of triceps and 
shoulder, and to improve 
coordination of the body.

L2450  * W730 * H1400mm

Waist Balance Trainer

Promotes the abs muscles and 
increases exibility and 
coordination of the overall body.

L400 * W120 * H140

Scaling Ladder

It helps build the kind of agility 
and upper body strength.

L400 * W120 * H220

Uneven Bars

Uneven Bars accommodate a 
variety of strength exercises, 
including chin-ups and dips.

L124  * W 42 * H167

Step & Waist Trainer

Targets your core by challeng-
ing your mid section

 

Single Waist Trainer

Targets your core by challenging 
your mid section.

L120 * W70  * H147

Double Rower

The self-weighted rower offers 
cardiovascular and toning ben-
et for all ages. Can be used by 
2 people simultaneously.

214 * W42 * H130

Single Rower

The rowing action is known to 
be one of the best forms of 
full-body exercise,.

L130 * W85 * H100



Double Sided  Dip Bars

The dips improves the tone of 
the upper body in particular 
arms and shoulders. 

L127 * W130  * H140

Weight Lift

Wheelchair friendly.  Used to 
tone arms and legs.

L120 * W185 * H35

Balance Ladder

The system challenges 
balancing sbalancing skills and requires 
constant motor adjustments 
of the legs and arms as the 
length of the balance system 
is negotiated.

Balance Beam

The balance beam is a great way 
to improve balance and co-ordi-
nation in an outdoor gym 
environment.

L420 * W80 * H25

Double Tai Chi Wheel

The two sets of wheels can be 
turned in different directions 
by a user on each side.

L130 * W75 * H150

Surf Board

L127 * W130 * H140

Arm Stretcher

To perform arm stretching 
exercises to loosen tight
 muscles.

L226 * W70  * H147

Speep Trainer

It consists of multiple 
exercise challenges requiring 
the practice of balancing, 
climbing , strength and agility.

L250 * W220 * H250cm




